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OPEN LETTER

The boom that the recruitment industry experienced in Q1
has continued into Q2, and for develop we saw our best
quarter on record. develop’s growth reflects the current
market, our niche vertical Consultants, and the processes we
have in place to help clients and candidates alike. 

The new demand that we’re facing has seen Consultants
work harder than ever to find a new balance between
account development, delivery, and new client attraction. All
of which have come with their own set of challenges.
However, if we say we’re going to deliver that’s exactly
what we’re going to do. It’s in our DNA. 

The market is now distinctly candidate led and the demand
that recruitment agencies are facing hasn’t been seen
before. Candidates are seeing multiple offers, they’re
comparing more options and benefits than ever before, and
unfortunately for all Recruiters, we’re battling significant
(often incredible) counter-offers more than we’d like. Clients
need to offer a fair deal to candidates that are reflective of
them as an individual and not someone that fits a budget.

One of the biggest problems we’ve seen is clients not acting
quickly enough which inevitably leads to them missing out
on the best candidates for their roles. 



Working with a recruitment agency means you need to trust
their abilities to deliver the best candidates for you. If there’s
no trust in the process it makes recruiting more time
consuming and ultimately more expensive. When we’re
trusted to deliver, our process refinement has helped some
clients reduce their time to hire by up to 50%.

develop help you to streamline your interview processes. We
technically test all candidates before booking interviews for
you and we inject technology into the recruitment cycle. 

9-5 aside, following on from our Silver Award win in the
Best Company to Work for category, in September we
attended the Recruiter Awards having been shortlisted for
Best Technology Recruitment Agency. Despite not winning on
the night, it was an amazing achievement for us and a
testament to the hard work the team have put in over the
past 12-months. 

We’re continuing to change the way traditional recruitment
is done and the growth we’ve seen in Q2 is a sign that the
recruitment industry is changing. To be a part of this change
is something special, and we’re excited to see where things
go. 

Kevin 
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Kevin Hammond
CEO, develop.
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After over a year of pent-up hiring requirements, hiring
freezes and project plans gathering dust as a reaction to the
pandemic, we’ve seen quite the reverse since the beginning
of our financial year in March 2021 as you no doubt read in
develop’s Q1 report!

Q2 followed a similar theme for us. Firstly, we were proudly
listed as finalists for Best Tech Recruitment Agency in the UK,
narrowly missing out to the eventual winners whilst
growing our talented team significantly during the period. It
was also during Q2 that the due diligence into our next
location was completed ahead of launching develop Miami
in Q3. A hugely exciting period for everyone connected to
the business. 

Despite live vacancies increasing over 60% versus Q1, the
quality of what our team delivered remained high with
every 2.14 CVs resulting in an interview for our clients.
Across the business our Consultants required 8 interviews to
generate a placement. This was slightly increased against
Q1 but accurately reflecting of the competition for talent
we’re seeing in the market. 
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Over the quarter, 76% of the work we have delivered for
our clients have been permanent solutions with 24% being
made up by contract solutions. 

We saw revenue growth of 93% across Germany and 125%
across the UK divisions which was in line with expectations
as set out in our Q1 report. 

During the period we have also secured top talent to join our
marketing and operations functions which will help us
evolve the develop brand as well as continuing to improve
the way we conduct business internally and externally. 

Another record quarter with an exceptional team of people. 



OUR
PERFORMANCE

31%
increase in revenue
compared to Q1.

61%
increase in live vacancies
compared to Q1.

2-1
CV to interview ratio
across the business for Q2. 
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We’ve seen a huge increase in vacancies across develop
during Q2. Now, this isn’t exclusively a develop situation; the
number of live vacancies soared to over one million across the
UK during September. These kinds of numbers haven’t been
seen since records began in 2001 and they rose 35% across all
sectors in the last three months. This growth is welcome after
such a tough period of uncertainty and for so much of the
country, furlough. The increase in vacancies brings with it its
own set of unique problems.   

Essentially overnight, the market has flipped to be almost
entirely candidate led meaning there are far too many jobs
and not enough candidates across all sectors. 

It’s important for companies to avoid any sort of knee-jerk
reaction to this and they need to act sensibly to deal with the
problem that’s in front of them. Long term, it hurts to make
poor decisions to solve a short-term problem which could
have huge consequences for company culture and your ability
to deliver against business goals. However, the possibility of
losing candidates to other offers and opportunities is now
more prominent than we’ve ever known. 

Speed is imperative if you’re
going to secure your candidate. 

Speed doesn’t mean a sacrifice
in quality if managed properly. 
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THE WAR FOR TALENT
IS ON



Work with a trusted specialist recruitment partner on an
exclusive / retained basis. We know a good one if you're
struggling. 

Agree an SLA for feedback on CVs and interviews of no
more than 24 hours.

Speak on the phone regularly – it helps.

Book the recruitment process for each candidate in its
entirety at the point of introduction.

Use technology such as video interviewing and fast
technical tests (no day-long monsters!) to test culture,
technical acumen, and suitability.

Make offers on the day of the final interview inclusive of
all benefits. Make your candidate know how much you
want them, quickly!

Be prepared to be flexible and try to understand
additional value candidates can offer you.

We have successfully reduced the time to hire for our clients
by between 40% and 50% dependent on geographical
location. 
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REDUCE YOUR TIME
TO HIRE

HOW YOU CAN DO THE SAME



You want to secure your ideal candidate.

We want the same.

develop can help you to adapt your recruitment processes
where candidates get the feeling that they need to work for
you, and want to be a part of your future. This means
regular, productive feedback, a logical and quick interview
process, and an offer that makes them understand how
much you want them. 

As part of several products we offer, develop can guarantee
you a key hire. 

Click here to see our products. 
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SECURING THE BEST
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https://www.developrec.net/products
https://www.developrec.net/products


The pandemic has seen an undeniable shift in peoples' needs,
and businesses unable to adapt and change to these new
wants are being left behind. The working world is no longer
focused on the traditional 9-5, free coffee and beer fridges.
Now at the forefront is mental health, flexible working, and
employee wellbeing. 

We surveyed over 100 people around the benefits that
people now want from their employers, and this is what we
found:
 

WHAT DO
CANDIDATES WANT?
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of people view paid parental leave as the 
most important.

of people think wellness benefits are the
most important company benefit .

10% want more health and fitness perks from
their employer.

11%

of respondents said that flexible working
is now the most important benefit.75%

4%



"From the start develop were
keen to understand the key
requirements and the
mindset that a candidate
needed to meet to be a fit for
the role and our
organisation."

"You have proven your
ability to pick the right
candidates for the right jobs.
You’re more selective in
presenting candidates than
other agencies. This resulted
in a high yield in CV’s to
offers for me, and that’s a
key asset in saving time and
money when recruiting."

WHAT OUR CLIENTS
SAY
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DEVELOP DOES MIAMI

Following on from significant growth
across the UK and Germany, October
2021 saw the launch of develop Miami.
Miami is an emerging start-up ecosystem
that’s attracting funding, start-ups, and
tech talent fast. 

Our Consultants learn to code in the
languages they specialise in, they work
specifically in their verticals allowing them
to truly focus their efforts on the markets
they serve. 

We're excited about the impact that
develop's solutions will have on the Miami
market. 
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"We believe that our research has provided
an opportunity to raise the standards of how
Software Engineer resourcing is conducted

by bringing our unique brand of recruitment
to the market in Miami."

 

Joey Tait, Managing Director 



We surveyed 500 Software Engineers in Miami as
we establish our presence and it's hard to ignore
what we found. 

Common issues faced by candidates in Miami:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

develop have arrived to change the perceptions of
Headhunters in Miami. 
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83% 81%

of business owners
have had a negative

experience with a
headhunter. 

of Software Engineers
have had a negative

experience with a
headhunter. 

33% OF
CANDIDATES

DESCRIBED
HEADHUNTERS
APPROACH AS

RUDE. 

34% OF
RESPONDENTS

THINK THAT
HEADHUNTERS ARE
UNPROFESSIONAL.

36% OF
CANDIDATES

BELIEVE
HEADHUNTERS
DON'T KNOW

ENOUGH ABOUT
THE ROLES

THEY'RE
RECRUITING

FOR. 

42% BELIEVE
HEADHUNTERS

TOOK TOO
LONG TO

RESPOND TO
INQUIRIES. 



"What I  love about

develop is  the culture and

the people.  I  moved over

to London in July and I

knew pretty much no one.

So when it  came to f inding

a job, I  had this  in mind.  I

wanted to work

somewhere fun,  with good

support and vibrant culture

- develop exceeded my

expectations .  I  absolutely

love my job and I  have

made fr iends for l i fe ."

Q2 HEADCOUNT

Q3 Plans
In October we plan to
grow our headcount by
20% adding people into
our Sales Support team,
develop Change, develop
Germany and develop
Miami.

In the past three months,
we've had 11 new
consultants join develop
and we can't wait to see
the team grow even more
in Q3. 

In Q1 we had big growth
plans for Q2, and little did
we know how exciting this
was going to be for us! We
planned to increase our
headcount by 30%, and
we've achieved growth of
58%. 
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Molly Temple,
Graduate Java Consultant



We’re hugely excited about
the growth of both our UK
and German divisions and
with a talented group of new
Consultants immediately
fulfilling their potential, we
see huge opportunity there. 

We also launched develop
Miami and our team of
Consultants will be working
from both London and Miami
during the quarter ahead of a
move out to Florida next
year. It’s a market we’re
hugely excited about and one
we believe we can add a lot
of value to. 

We’re interested in
partnering with fast-
growing, forward thinking
businesses who understand
that talent will take them to
the next chapter in their
journey and who value a true
consultative partnership. 

If you’d like to talk to us
about improving your access
to software engineering
talent, get in touch on 
0203 733 0430.

Q3 PLANS
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Q3 will  be develop's biggest ever quarter. 




